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Appellant testified that the primary reason for his frequent tardiness is his inability to find 

reasonably-priced parking close to the S&WB's St. Joseph Street headquarters. 

III. LEGAL ST AND ARD

An appointing authority may discipline an employee with permanent status in the classified 

service for sufficient cause. La. Con. Art. X, § 8(A). If an employee believes that an appointing 

authority issued discipline without sufficient cause, he/she may bring an appeal before this 

Commission. Id. It is well-settled that, in an appeal before the Commission pursuant to Article 

X, § 8(A) of the Louisiana Constitution, an Appointing Authority has the burden of proving, by a 

preponderance of the evidence; 1) the occurrence of the complained of activity, and 2) that the 

conduct complained of impaired the efficiency of the public service in which the appointing 

authority is engaged. Gast v. Dep't of Police, 2013-0781 (La. App. 4 Cir. 3/13/14), 137 So. 3d 731, 

733 (La. Ct. App. 2014)(quoting Cure v. Dep't of Police, 2007-0166 (La. App. 4 Cir. 8/1/07), 964 

So. 2d 1093, 1094 (La. Ct. App. 2007)). If the Commission finds that an appointing authority has 

met its initial burden and had sufficient cause to issue discipline, it must then determine if that 

discipline "was commensurate with the infraction." Abbott v. New Orleans Police Dep't, 2014-

0993 (La. App. 4 Cir.2/11/15, 7); 165 So.3d 191, 197 (citing Walters v. Dep't of Police of City of 

New Orleans, 454 So.2d 106, 113 (La. 1984)). Thus, the analysis has three distinct steps with the 

appointing authority bearing the burden of proof at each step. 

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Occurrence of the Complained of Activities

Appellant admitted that he reported late to his assignment on approximately twenty-nine

occasions between January 1, 2018 and March 15, 2018. Paradoxically, Appellant asserts that 

he was not sure whether his frequent tardiness constituted misconduct or a violation of the 

S&WB's 
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